Expert’s view to the future of the European table tennis
The second annual European Coaching Conference organized by the ETTU Experts Group
was held last weekend in Zagreb. Beside very important subjects for the future of the European table
tennis covered by the ETTU Experts Group seminar gathers the top playing star Werner SCHLAGER
and coaching expert guest from China LI Xiaodong. In three days more than 56 participants from 23
Association took part in the biggest expert’s gathering at the Old Continent.
President BOSI announced further assistance of the ETTU in “building up and coordinating the
cooperation and the efforts of the Associations”. In addition the audience was informed that
“cooperation with ITTF and the Asian TTU has become more effective, solid and continuous.
Europe – Asia All Stars Series helped to develop a continental, team spirit.” On the first day of the
seminar the future of the table tennis was presented from the angle of the last World champion from
Europe Werner SCHLAGER. Austrian player presented his ideas of what Europe should do to have a
World Champion in the future again and also SCHLAGER, as a part of his vision, promoted the
Werner SCHLAGER Table Tennis Academy.
“Werner SCHLAGER Academy: the message is to work together; we don’t have the time nor
the energy to work against each other. Why to send always players to China? At the end you will still
have only a copy. The new system should be able to develop our own school” said SCHLAGER.
In Zagreb the new series of event were announced, the European Circuit, as a new opportunity for
young and middle level players. The focus on this kind of events is different and also the conditions
such as prize money.
“I hope that the participants will come back home more reach in knowledge and with new
experiences, which should be a result of the exchange of opinions and views,” said President BOSI.
The lecture of the Chinese expert LI Xiaodong highlighted the second day of the European Coaching
Conference. “Be irrational with rational, attack when you should defend, attack when you should
control, attack when you should be attacked,” Coach LI gave the advice.
The coordinator of the ETTU Experts Group Radivoj HUDETZ gave overview of performed
activities in 2009. Michel GADAL talked about the 2020 talent identification program. French expert
talked about the concept and the philosophy of the European future: “The desired outcome is a model,
which should initially be implemented on national level.” Istvan KORPA gave the report about
progress of the 2009 generation and plan for the generation of 2010. Steen HANSEN and Peter
SARTZ revealed the plans for the Olympic selection 2016.
On the closing day Leandro OLVECH presented ITTF Development Program in the morning
session and the open discussion of the ETTU Experts Group follows. It has been heard that the top
priority is to move Youth TOP 10 to September. The hottest topic in recent time the European
Championships were also at the agenda. One of the proposals was to split the EYC in order to assure
cadets the possibility to participate in junior events and to include a mini-cadet in the cadet team. Dr.
Miran KONDRIC pointed that the scientist and the table tennis coach have to work together. Mikael
ANDERSSON covered the subject about ITTF Education and Training Program. Paul SCHILTZ
ETTU Umpires and Referees Committee Chairman talked about “Match conduct and coaches’
expectations”.

